DON’T CRIMINALIZE SELF-DEFENSE!
I-1639 will TAX gun ownership and potentially makes you a criminal for simply owning a
firearm or trying to protect yourself and your family. Here’s the basics:
•

I-1639 arbitrarily increases waiting periods to buy a gun, even if you can pass
an instant background check—and even for victims of crimes and stalking.

•

I-1639 would create statewide excise taxes on firearms that could later be increased. A
tax on your constitutional right to protect yourself and your family.

•

I-1639 creates a privacy nightmare for gun owners by giving more data and creating a
universal registry of all your information and the guns you own with the Washington
State DOL—which was recently panned for disclosing information of Washington
residents without a warrant.

•

I-1639 will make expensive training courses and taxes mandatory—even if you already
own a gun or can prove you are knowledgeable and understand basic gun safety.

•

I-1639 will make it basically impossible for individuals 18-21 to purchase or adequately
defend themselves and their family with a firearm—even if they are trained, vetted, and
can pass a background check.

•

I-1639 inserts politically charged and factually inaccurate and politically motivated
“assault weapon” propaganda language into state law.

•

I-1639 will create a crime of “community endangerment” if for any reason you do not
store your gun in compliance with the new arbitrarily created law and a criminal breaks
in your home and steals your gun. The burden of proof will be on you to prove you are
innocent of this new and extremely vague crime.

•

I-1639 attempts to force firearms owners and buyers to release medical privacy rights.

Finally, I-1639 does nothing to actually help public safety nor school security; nothing to crack
down on hard core criminals or keep them in jail; and nothing to help individuals in a mental
health crisis. We need your help to prevent this billionaire-funded initiative from becoming law.
Stand with us! Log on to SaveOurSecurity.net today and join the NO on I-1639 campaign!
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